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I am fragments

When people interact with me, as when I interact with myself, they form bundles of
different combinations of  these fragments and call them my realities - millions of them.

These bundles will continue to punctuate my life until the fragments themselves disperse in
the universe and can be perceived no more.





31 10 20 16 : 25

What did you do in the extra hour you had when the clocks went back?



David Ayres: 3.45am. I switched on my torch, grabbed my bedside camera and looked out
of the window. It was dark. With so much black it was easy to combine two photos out of
one.





Sarah-Jayne Field: Taken in pitch dark with my iPad.





Michael Colvin: 5:30am ish...





Edelgard Hatter: I spent my extra hour in bed





Tim Wayne: An extra hour in bed - is an extra hour in bed!





Kate Ashton: An extra hour in bed. May catch up on some reading.





Lucy Morgan: Catching up with the crossword.





Steve Middlehurst





Jayne Arskey: Having a brew before I set off - because I've just realised I have time!





Lindsay Gresham-Fulton: Anna, with my extra hour I cooked breakfast which is
something I very rarely do!





Kathy Norris: Catching up on coursework!





Patricia Howe: Catching up.





Laura Goodchild: What did I do with my extra hour? I studied.





Sian Lane: With our extra hour, Mum and I went to watch the Western Counties heavy
horse ploughing competition





Fiona Drinnan: Bit of a theme this weekend. More bike riding and more ice cream. Better
quality of ice cream today though, Gays Creamery really are the best in Devon, complete
with flake and a big dollop of clotted cream!!! Mmmmmm - perfect last day of annual
leave.





Martina Grégová: My extra hour with friends in the Delizie Siciliane. My last coffee in
Malta.





Peter Wilson: I'm on a bus on my way back from Exeter v Bath. Longest spare hour ever!





David Goodchild: With my extra hour I'm going to do some painting and decorating.





Penny Jones: An extra hour to enjoy Nelson preparing to take the watch duty at the
telescope.





Simon Chirgwin: Got up at the same time I would have if it hadn't been clock-change
weekend and finished tidying after a week's painting and decorating and so was able to go
to Tate Britain for Nash followed by some nosh before picking up my partner and
daughter on their return from exile (aka The Lake District)...





Sue Paris: spent 50 minutes of my extra hour with my camera, and various lenses in the
garden!  Then I came inside to play some more with my new toy ...





Steve Goodchild: my lovely boat in the making.





Lucia Gallie: I spent my extra hour reading spooky stories with my children (and then
carving pumpkins.)





Helen Rosemeir: Lounging around with loved ones for an extra hour.





Dawn Langley: The party lasted an extra hour.





The Second Coming

Turning and turning in the widening gyre
The falcon cannot hear the falconer;
Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned;
The best lack all conviction, while the worst
Are full of passionate intensity.

Surely some revelation is at hand;
Surely the Second Coming is at hand.
The Second Coming! Hardly are those words out
When a vast image out of Spiritus Mundi
Troubles my sight: somewhere in sands of the desert
A shape with lion body and the head of a man,
A gaze blank and pitiless as the sun,
Is moving its slow thighs, while all about it
Reel shadows of the indignant desert birds.
The darkness drops again; but now I know
That twenty centuries of stony sleep
Were vexed to nightmare by a rocking cradle,
And what rough beast, its hour come round at last,
Slouches towards Bethlehem to be born?

W.B.Yeats
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Anthropocene Devon

Inspired by the work of David Thomas Smith

Published with kind permission of Google Earth.
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This section references the work of Penelope
Umbrico: "Leonards for Leonard".

The following are the 5 Facebook avatars for
people who share my names

 Anna Goodchild and Anna Toscano.

If they could speak one another's language,
what would they talk about?



AG 1 AT 1



AG 2 AT 2



AG 3 AT 3



AT 4 AG 4



AT 5 AG 5



  150x150+cht=ar+chl="+B2

   In my imagination, I have selected these professionals to work their magic in redesigning my house and,
as can be seen, they  have started doodling their versions of what my house should look like in terms of

architecture and artefacts.  This project is open ended so it may take many years, but we can, in the
meantime, dream on!

This is an interactive section and only works here:
www.lightrider.biz



                 

Change

Years of turquoise walls.
Years of gold-framed
                 homeland dreams.
Black outlines tired ghosts
of art and foreign landscapes.
Now tulips obscure those
                                  frames.

Layer over mask.
Mask over spectral layer.
Can the palimpsest
conceal telling evidence
of a real me when I change?

by Anna Goodchild



I.M.Pei

Andrea Palladio              Frank Lloyd Wright



         Wilkinson Eyres

   Alvar Aalto Richard Rodgers



              Zaha Hadid

              Daniel Liebeskind                     Renzo Piano



    Ron Arad

                 Le Corbusier Thomas Heatherwick



 231,513,114

'Woman'

on

Flick'r

The images are reproduced with kind permission of their authors.



By Argylfoto



By Anthony Wood



            By Broady



By Pavel Koucky



By Vladimir Pustovit



By NEC Corporation America



By John



By Peter Galway



Brian Tomlinson:'Nuclear Boot.



           By MrkP



            By Anthony Wood



By Angela Wolf



By Argylfoto



By Bee Archives



                        By Lee Tzung-Tze: Woman, symbol & expression of the forest



By JB Nauta



By Catherine's Camera



10 : 66  An autobiographical AV shared on YouTube
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Project Rationale

This work is rooted in "One, no one, one hundred
thousand", the 1926 novella of Luigi Pirandello
who maintained that our identities were not fixed at
birth and that we have many, constantly changing
realities which constitute who we are.
   
Film maker Wim Wenders reflects this idea of
fleeting realities when, in 2012,  he was surprised
when he saw a different reality of his wife whom he
had known a very long time, revealed in a
photograph of her taken by Peter Lindbergh.

Photographers who have influenced this work are
Penelope Umbrico, Erik Kessels and David Thomas
Smith.  Academic Fred Ritchin inspired the roll-
over pop-up section (seen on the website) which,
inter alia, tells us to look below the surface to see
different realities.

Aspects of The Google Earth section were also
inspired by W.B.Yeats'poem 'The Second Coming'.

Facebook and Flick'r have fed half of the elements
of this work, while the games played on Facebook
inspired its interactive element.  Here, readers are
asked to select a bundle of any five of the one
hundred images found in this work which they feel
best represent me, the author, and enter them in the
Contact me section of the website.

Because any person is an amalgam of many types
of experiences, not all physical, this assignment is
presented in different ways.  The modes of
presentation cannot be all inclusive but they give
the idea that life cannot be expressed purely in
images and text.



This work can also be accessed on the
following websites:

www.mylandscape2016.wordpress.com
and

http://www.lightrider.biz

The author holds the copyright to all the
images as they are presented here, and the

poem "Change".
The poem "The Second Coming" by

W.B.Yeats is out of copyright.

The Google Earth inspired images are
reproduced by kind permission of Google Earth








